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ELO TOUCH SOLUTIONS GOES BIG AND MOBILE FOR RETAILERS
-- Original inventor of touchscreen technology enables retailers to go mobile,
enhance the buyer experience, and ensure brand consistency -EUROCIS, DUESSELDORF, GERMANY — February 19, 2013 — At EuroCIS 2013, in booth 9F27, Elo Touch
Solutions, a premier global supplier of touch-enabled technology, will be showing a range of touch solutions
designed to help retailers enhance their customer experience and drive sales efficiency. Elo is leveraging the
industry’s leading point-of-sale (POS), point-of-information (POI), and interactive digital signage (IDS) platforms
that are intuitive, reliable and secure. Rather than requiring the user to adapt to one type of touch, Elo’s
architecture delivers broad flexibility of acoustic, projected capacitive, optical, and resistive technology which
adapts to a variety of retail environments where mobility, design style, lighting, moisture, gloves, 24/7 reliability,
and ease of deployment can all be optimized to address particular retailer requirements.
New mobile tablet
Amongst other innovations Elo will be demonstrating a new mobile tablet touchcomputer. Running Microsoft
Windows and featuring an Intel Atom processor with solid state drive, the tablet has been purpose-built to
support leading point-of-sale environments and the mobile POS (mPOS) initiatives being embraced by leading
retailers.

An integrated magnetic stripe reader, barcode scanning, removable battery and wireless

printing/networking is housed in a form factor designed to withstand being dropped on a concrete floor.
New Interactive Digital Signage
Elo’s new 70 inch interactive digital signage display (7001L) is one of the largest (70 inches), thinnest (less than
89 mm), and brightest (700 lumens) solutions designed to make digital signage interactive. The new display
sports a durable steel chassis and tempered pure glass touchscreen for a long life of reliable performance in
nearly any retail location. Optical technology provides multi-touch and gesture support for ease-of-use by
recognizing a touch with a finger, gloved hand, stylus, credit card, and/or pen. Two optional, slide-in computing
modules feature Intel® Core™ i3 or i5 processors to enable the 7001L to become an integrated all-in-one unit

with simplified installation and maintenance.
New desktops and all-in-one touchcomputers
Elo will also be showcasing the next generation 15- and 17 inch desktop touchmonitors for retail and hospitality
environments, with new platforms in both entry-level and high-end configurations. The entry-level models 1517L
and 1717L, and the new 1523L and 1723L models are all equipped with LED back-lights that allow a modern
state of the art slim design, while reducing power consumption and product weight. They feature a choice of
touchscreen technology, including a seamless, zero-bezel touchscreen design that is easy to clean and
provides flexibility, durability and aesthetics. The 1523L and 1723L models feature multi-touch technology and
gesture support. Typical applications include: point-of-sale (POS), point-of-service, loyalty systems, countertop
kiosk point-of-information and shelf-level/countertop interactive digital signage.
New in the range of all-in-one touchcomputers are the upgraded B-, and C-Series families. They will continue to
bring the same style, flexibility and functionality to point-of-sale (POS), retail and hospitality businesses as the
previous versions, but now with “more of everything”. With multi-touch technology and enhanced computing
performance, Elo touchcomputers are designed with the future in mind. The upgraded models utilize the latest
Intel 1.86GHz Atom Dual-Core N2800 fanless processors for "Cool and Quiet" operation, or for even greater
performance, the new Intel 3rd Generation Core i3 3.3GHz i3-3220 (Ivy Bridge) fanned processors with Intel
HD2500 graphics for "Ultra Performance". With a wide array of field-installable peripherals, spill-resistant sealing
and a range of connection ports, these models are versatile and powerful.
“Elo’s millions of real-life retail installations all over the world provide unique insight for our next generation of
touch innovation,” said Craig Witsoe, CEO Elo Touch Solutions. “With our broad product portfolio, proven
history of quality & reliability, and strong industry partnerships – Elo is professional retail, built for touch, to help
redefine how you attract and retain customers.”

About Elo Touch Solutions
Elo Touch Solutions is a leading global supplier of touch-enabled technology, products and industry solutions. The Elo
portfolio encompasses the broadest selection of OEM touch screen components, touch monitors, and all-in-one touch
computers for the demanding requirements of diverse markets, including gaming machines, hospitality systems, industrial
automation, interactive kiosks, medical devices, office equipment, point of sale terminals, retail displays, and transportation
applications. Since Elo founders pioneered the touch screen over 40 years ago, the Elo touch experience has consistently
stood for quality, reliability and innovation. For more information on Elo products and services, please call +32 16 352100 ,
visit us on the web at www.elotouch.com
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